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3D Printing at Sea 

 
Overview 
This project was motivated by the ability to create repair parts for Navy and Coast 
Guard Ships utilizing 3D printing while at sea. There has been little to no research 
on this topic, so several different wave intensities and print geometries would 
need to be tested.  The end goal of the project was to determine under what 
parameters, if at all, 3D printing failed to produce an acceptable print quality in 
both geometry and material properties during simulated ship motion.  
 

Objectives 
At the outset of the project the team decided to determine under what conditions 3D printing failed and 
produce a system of simulated experimentation that could be used for further research this field. 
 

Approach 
• Research was conducted on current technology and ship motion.  

• The test rig needs were developed with coordination between our sponsor and the host of the 
MOOG simulator used to model the motion. 

• Multiple rig designs were created and then evaluated through weighted analysis. 

• The final rig design was fabricated to fit the largest printer available. 

• The team successfully completed lab safety training needed to operate the simulator. 

• Simulator code was created in Python to model the motion of ships 100 ft or greater. 

• Three 3D printers were evaluated through weighted analysis. 

• The Makerbot Replicator + was chosen for its reliability and ease of use.  

• Multiple 3D geometries were created to test different possible points of failure.   

• A schedule of experiments was created to efficiently use simulator time.  

• Qualitative analysis was performed on multiple geometric specific prints.  

• Quantitative analysis was performed on printed tensile bars.  

• Statistical analysis of the results including a T-Test were performed.  
 

Outcomes 
• The sponsor can replicate the 

experiment with produced test rig and 
python code. 

• The test results show printing under 
these defined conditions show no 
statistical difference to printing stable, 
and therefore using a 3D printer on a 
ship to print replacement parts.  

• Extrusion based 3D printing is viable in 
maritime conditions and could be used 
to create replacement parts.  
 


